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ON THE LEVY_PROKHOROV DISTANCE
BET\MEEN COUNTING PROCESSES

M. Nikunen and E. Valkeila

Let (JV, .F') be a counting process with a deterministic compensator ,4. and
let (M,G) be another counting process. Suppose that B is the compensator of
(M,G). Let us consider the restrictions of the processes to the interval [0,?]
and denote by LP(M,N) the Levy-Prokhorov distance between the distributions
of. M arrd N on the Skorokhod space D[0,7] (for the definition of the Levy-
Prokhorov distance see for example [6]). We wish to find an upper bound for
LP(M,N).

We have in [5] derived an rrpper bound for LP(M,jV) in the case where the
function B is continuous. Let us now assume that ,4.r : t for all t > 0, i.e., .ff is a
standard Poisson process and the compensator B is deterministic and continuous.
Then our result from [5] gives

LP(M, Ir) ( sup lBt - tl + lBr - Tl.
t<T

In the present note we extend this result to a more general class of compensators.
Before stating our main theorem we note that, in what follows, we define Ä.Xt:
Xt - Xt- for a cadlag-process X.

Theorem. Suppose that N is a standard Poisson process and the compen-
sator B is deterrninistic (but not necessa,rily continuous). Then

(1)

(2) LP(M,Iv) s 
::F lB, - tl + lBr-rl *; f(aB,)'+ LBr.

tsr

bound in (2). Let Xrr..., Xn be
P{X; - 1} - Iln, i:1,...,n. If

Before the proof we discuss the upper
independent Bernoulli random variables with

lntl
Mt:lX;,

i=1

then M is a counting process with compensator B, Br: lntlln. Let T : !.
Fhom (2) we get the result of Dudley [2] (see also Whitt [6])
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Dudley shovss in [2] that this bound cannot be improved to order o(n-r).
To continue our discussion about (2) we recall the following special case of

results in Kabanov ei al. [3]:
II (M") is a sequence of counting processes with deterministic compensators

B' such that

(3)

foreveryt>0,then

Bi 
->t

Mn 
t(o) 

, N, as n -+ oo

.- L(D)
(here means wea^k convergence in the Skorokhod space D[0,"]). It
is easy to check that if (3) holds the upper bound given by (2) tends to zero as

r, --+ oo. Kabanov et al. [3] show that (3) is a necessarJr condition for the above
weak convergence.

Proof of the Theorem. Let {0 : for. . . ,tn: ?} be a partition of the interval
[0,?] such that t; = iT/n,i:0,. ..,n. If, X is a process, then we write f"(X)
for the discretized process

ff6)=xt,, ifh(t1t;q1,
i:0,...)n-1, ffr(X) - Xr. If X is a cadlag-process, then it is not diffi-
cult to see that f"(X) converges weakly to X on Dl},Tl as n -+ oo so that
LP(f"(X),X) 

- 
0 as ?? + oo.

Let g be a continuous nondecreasing function such that g(t;) : Btiri :
0r.,.rfl and denote by ä the counting process H1 : Nse1. Then g is the
compensator of the process ä (with respect to the natural o-field). Now we can
estimate LP(M,N) in the following way:

Lp(M, N) < Lp(M, f"(M)) + Lp(f"(M), /"(ä)) + Lp(f"(H), fr) + Lp(H, N).

As noted above, LP(M,f"(M)) + 0 as r, --+ oo.
Before giving an upper bound for the term LP(f"(M), f"(H)) we need some

notation. Put Ai(B) - Bt; - .B1,-, for i: L,...,n. Denote by V(M,II) the
variation distance between the distributions of M and, .EI on Dll,Tl and by
V"(M,,I/) the variation distance between the distributions of (Mro, . . . , M4) and
(Hro,. . . , Hr^). Note thar V(f "(M), f "(H)) : V"(M,II ). Hence we have also
LP(f "(M), f"(H)) < V"(M,Il). According to a result of Brown [1] or Kabanov
et. al [a]

- AT(g)l + t(LB,)'
t<T

Dt^r(B)
i=l

(4) v"(M,H) <
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But here s(t;): 84 and so lAi(B) - Ai(S)l :0 in (4). Hence we have for the
tetm LP(f"(M), f"(H)) the following upper bound:

(5) LP(f"(M),f"(H)) < f{aa,)'.
t<T

Note that ä is a counting process with continuous compensator g. It is easily
seen that .r

sup le(f) - tl < i$ P' - rl * ;.
This and (1) yield

11(6) LP(H,") 
= :åorlB,-tl+;+lBr -rl.

Next we derive an upper bound fot LP(f "(H),I/). We use the method of Dud-
ley [2] (see also Whitt [6]). Denote by dr the Skorokhod distance on D[0,7]. For
any6>0wehave

LP(f"(H),I/) < ma:c{6 , P{d7(f"(H), rI) > 6} }.

Define I
F : {Hr - är"_, ) 1} and G: lJffr, - Hr,_,22}.

i:r
Put C : .F U G. Dudley shows in [2] that on the complement of the set C we
have d7(f "(ä), ä) < T ln. First we note the following inequality:

p(dr(f"(H),ä) > d) < p({d"(f"(H),H)> 6}nc)+e({ar6"(H),H) > d}nc")

so that

(7) LP(f"(H),r/) < P(r) + e@) a!.
Because S(ti) : 81;, we have in (7):

P(r) S Br - Bt..:r and P(G) 
= å if"l @D'.

Letting now n + oo in (7) we get

(8) limsupzP( f"(H),H) < ABr+ | !faa,l'.

The claim (2) follows now from (5), (6) 
"rd 

(8), by letting n + oo. This
completes our proof.
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